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About This Game

Arevoatl Seven Coins is a first-person puzzle/hidden object game that takes place in an old estate. You receive a cryptic letter
from your grandfather, when you come to him, you do not find him at home. Carefully study the letter and follow its clues. You

need to collect objects and solve quests, passing room by room. Only the most attentive will be able to figure out where
Professor David Patersan has disappeared to.

There're 20 to 60 items hidden at a location, you have to find them all in order to proceed to the next location. Some items are
visible, some are hidden, use your wit to find it. There's no time constraints, collect items, listen to the music and enjoy the cool

visuals.
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Title: Arevoatl Seven Coins
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Arevoatl Games
Publisher:
Arevoatl Games
Release Date: 7 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core i5-3337U, 1.80GHz or AMD A10 5750M

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 770 or AMD Radeon R7 260x

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 8 GB available space

English
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arevoatl seven coins. revital seven coins

it would'nt even load don't know how it got bbest reviews in the series. If you want a hunting unlimited game get the 2008
version. They have NO KEYBINDING ! How can I play this game without being able to change the keys?! Dev didn't seem like
he gave a crud about it... yet another game that will sit and collect dust.. Nice content overall.. This game is abadoned! , last
update was in 2016, Its now 2019! and not a single update! WHY?. Edited (Because I was being a bit of a♥♥♥♥♥♥in my
original review I removed it and replaced it with this one.):

I got this game as part of a bundle on indiegala and really liked the look of it. Based on the preview for this game, I was
expecting some kind of a survival horror like the first Resident Evil game. I had a few issues with the short time I played and
because of that I'm suggesting against buying it. Not all of the things listed are bugs or issues. They're my personal opinion of
something I didn't like.

- The first thing that bothered me were the standing still poses the character. It looks like the bad kind of cheesey that looks
akward.

- The second issue I had is that the navigation got a little confusing until I got use to it. Sometimes I would walk toward the
camera but then the camera woud change to left and right. When I tried going back to an area it would tell me I could walk
forward but not left or right. It was something I haven't seen in a game executed this way so it threw me off. You might be able
to see it on youtube videos to understand.

- Third, there is a mini game that can be played called PINGO on a Shintendo system. It's an Arkanoid clone. I played it and
wanted to try and beat the high score. PINGO is horribly broken. It can function but not well. That is not meant to be mean in
any way, it is just a fact of the game's condition. Sometimes blocks it comes in contact with on the first level won't even break. I
may go back and record playing it and post a youtube link to show how bad it really is to show what I'm talking about.

- Fourth, there is some button mashing after the first level. When I'm trying to leave after the father has his dialog I get grabbed
and pulled into a scene where the character dies. I did the button mashing that is prompted but it didn't change the outcome.

- Fifth, the voice acting for the father is bad. The voice acting for the main character sounded like it flowed with the game and
the design of the character. The voice acting for the father sounded forced and out of place. The quality of recording for the
father didn't match the main character's. Also, the father's voice acting feels like it breaks the seriousness of the story in the
gameplay.

A positive note though, I really did enjoy the video cut scenes I think they're called. They really matched what I thought the
style of the game was going for.

Because of the issues with PINGO, the non working button mashing I experienced, I thought the voice acting would not get
better, and I assumed the rest of the game would have even more issues, I decided to stop playing it at that point. Because of
those reasons I suggest against buying this game.. This game is one of the best values on this service. Who needs no man's sky?
We've got sky valley!. Just an old not so good multiplayer FPS.. I can't get my pc mark to run. some parts of the game are a little
bit off, but its for sure fun to play. I hate the optimization tho... Also the game is not that simulator type of bike game but still
enjoyed the game. Plus its not that expensive here in my store so i think for the price, its worth it.

ps: MANY THINGS NEED TO BE IMPROVED. I wish there’s a dev that would like to make the ultimate MotoGP game
where you only buy once and you’ll get free updates every year (for every season changes). That will help the dev to improve in
specific problems that exist, rather than making a whole new game every year. Make the title something like ‘MotoGP: Video
Game”. That’ll be cool haha

final rate: 8.5/10. Incredible game and very addictive , add more difficulty levels like diablo and this game will be insane !
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The game has an amazing atmosphere. Graphics looks really nice, music is some nice ambient. The gameplay itself is slow, but
interesting, which is quite hard to achieve. The whole thing is some kind of surreal experience with evolution. If you want to
relax and you are looking for something soothing, look no further.. I wanted to like this, cheap easy scares for VR right?

Video review below.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/4rjP_wi9i5M

There are 2 'endings' where there are some small changes playing through and the last 30 seconds are different, so playing
through it twice takes 8 minutes. Not complaining just stating the amount of content.

Not once was I really scared and I believe that was because of two reasons.
How random everything felt. "Lets throw in rats, spiders, an axe murder, some monsters, skeletons, a demon and a scifi metal
ball!" I get that there are clues that make a story for somethings but it feels chaotic.

The animation is awful. Really doesn't help with imursion when there are rats running over me but their legs don't move and
they are hovering above my body. I wouldn't be surprised if the assets where purchased because the models are decent.

I don't like writing negative reviews but I did watch the credits, don't let me discourage you (devs).

Final Rest is cheap and nasty.
Bad\/10

Update: Dev has changed the games description for the better, states the amount of content and that it's a VR experience.

When demoing I still wouldn't waste time showing someone this there are much better VR experiences out there.. It had it's
moments. (I haven't completed it.). A++ This game has a cool soundtrack but if you don't like it...add your own music! I like to
put on some chillstep or some ambient techno and the game changes your surroundings to the music! As simple as this game is,
it is a trip to play! You upgrade by grabbing icons and then blast the heck out of anything that moves! Addictive, trippy, fun,
and cheap! Crossplatform as well. Highly recommend if you are looking for something casual and out of the ordinary.. Yankai's
Peak very much seems like a labor of love. It's an ultra-polished, very pretty and pretty mindboggling puzzle game.

I've played lots of puzzle games over the years, but rarely have I started out so confused by the mechanics as here. To describe
them badly, they're "Sokoban, but with a triangular grid and the ability to not just push pyramids, but also to rotate them".
Instead of just being able to push in four cardinal directions, here you can push in three directions, but also rotate along three
vertices in both directions.

I loved how all the levels provided plenty of challenge despite usually being kept intentionally small. The atypical moveset,
combined with puzzle mechanics both familiar and unfamiliar, made for surprisingly varied levels. At the beginning, I struggled
a lot with an inability to visualize what my moves would do. Movement is entirely deterministic, but when one pyramid pushes
another, the results can initially be very counterintuitive. So the controls and game mechanics took me some time to get used to -
but past that point, the game simultaneously became easier to grasp and more satisfying.

I also enjoyed the progression through the game. There are 7 parts, each of which either introduces a new mechanic (e.g.
floating pyramids) or features combinations of earlier ones. And except for the short linear finale of part VII, in earlier parts
you only have to beat maybe 2\/3 of the levels to progress. I wish all puzzle games were so generous. About the only thing I
didn't like all that much was the new game mechanic introduced in part VII, but even that didn't overstay its welcome.

Last but not least, I really loved the minimalist aesthetic. This is a very pure puzzle game, and yet there are some very satisfying
sound effects, transitions, and animations. Not to mention the amusing 'auteur' style.

Ultimately, I appreciated Yankai's Peak as yet another great take on puzzles which explore some 3-dimensionality. Just like in
e.g. Stephen's Sausage Roll or Pipe Push Paradise, the ability to not just push but also rotate sausages\/pipes\/pyramids opens
entirely new avenues of puzzling... and being puzzled. Highly recommended for puzzle aficionados who are interested in a
fantastic, mindboggling, and altogether unique experience.. Phenomenal game. Buy it for the story and not the world. There is
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basically nothing to do in the open world. But if you want an amazing and captivating story then i cannot recommend this game
enough.

Options:
Changed game options, added new settings 

. Translation!:
Added Brazilian Portuguese.
Translator: Lucas Rosa https://steamcommunity.com/profiles/76561198280866276/. Highlighting objects:
Added highlighting of objects.
When you press the (T) key.
Available every 7 minutes.
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